
by Buster Welch (buster@fishquilt.com) 

 

Here’s my take on what it’s like to fly-fish at one of the best Canadian fishing 

lodges. For background information on the lodge see “Lodge Info” on this 

website. The booklet The Kasba Story is provided during your trip and will give 

http://www.kasba.com/cms.asp?wpID=4


you information on the natural history of the lake and area. Depend on your 

guide for immediate expertise.  

I love to fly-fish; I’ve been doing it 

for over sixty five years. Just the 

act of casting can mesmerize me 

for hours. Combine that with a 

setting in the biggest wilderness 

in North America and you have 

something really special. I’ve 

included specific locations to give 

you a better feel for what it’s like. 

 

Lake trout, blind casting 
We all think of big lake trout down deep below the thermocline, heavy tackle 

and downriggers, or at best trolling (flat lining) just after ice-out. But at Kasba, 

trout are available at the surface all summer. 

Early in the season, 

trout are distributed 

throughout the water 

column, and this is the 

best time to catch a 

trophy on the fly. If the 

ice is still on, head for 

the Front Islands (past 

the tip of Kai if you can 

get there), turn north, 

and fish the upwind tips 

of each island. All the 

smaller trout will be 

 “Hey, did I break off the main floe? Oh well, gotta catch this 
fish. The guide is watching out for me I hope!” 



there, feeding on insects driven toward shore by the wind. Use a streamer 2-3” 

long on the surface. They aren’t leader-shy, so 12-16 lb tippet works well. These 

fish typically run 3-6 lb and are an absolute blast to catch. In spring 2014 my 

guest Mark, pictured above, released about 200 in four days’ fishing—I got 

tired from handling so many trout! 

There are bigger fish 

mixed in with these, 

but they are 

relatively rare. If 

two of you are 

fishing, one should 

look below the fish 

on the line, where 

very often there are 

one or more trout 

following the 

hooked one. And 

below that might be 

a monster over 20 lb, 

typically near the bottom. A quick cast by the second rod usually produces a 

double. It is tricky to get a fly down to the bigger fish on the bottom, though; a 

spare rod rigged with a heavy sink tip, split shot above a big streamer, could do 

it. 

Other good places to blind 

cast are at the Sisters of 

White Partridge Island, the 

east side of “the J”, 

Steve’s, and along the East 

Esker. Practically any place 

with a shallow shelf and 

sharp drop off, which is 

 “It’s a double!” 



most of the lake shore, 

is good.  

Early in the season the 

Schwandt River mouth is 

excellent fly fishing for 

larger fish, typically in 

the 6-12 lb range. Last 

year we caught about 20 

up to 18 lb there in one 

day. This is my best bet 

for a trophy trout on the 

fly. Start up near the fast 

water, casting good 

sized streamers, and 

drift slowly downstream. 

You might use 3-4” flies 

but I like the “big fish, big fly” idea, so I use streamers 5” or longer. On the 

outside of the estuary is a sill and drop off. Use a deep sinking line and work 

the east (deep) side of that edge for large fish, remembering that for every one 

over 15 lb you’ll catch 50 under 6. 

 

Lake Trout on the dry fly 
Have you caught a lake trout on a dry 

fly? Few people have, and this is your 

chance. You’ll see rising fish all day if 

the wind isn’t too strong, but the 

evening when the lake is flat calm is 

best. You’ll see lots of fish hitting the 

surface and any floater will probably 

Typical streamers I tie for trout (never mind the Pike 
Bunny). These are available at the lodge. Light-weight wings 

that undulate work best. 

Late-night magic – this could be you! 



attract them. Your guide will be happy to take you out for an hour or two after 

dinner.  

Lake Trout sight casting 
If the day is relatively 

calm and the sun is 

overhead, stand in the 

bow and sight cast 

these trout, just like 

fishing bonefish but 

with less spooky 

quarry. The guide will 

idle you over sand and 

small rock flats. The 

trout are quite obvious 

and can even be 

chased down. They 

usually take the fly. I 

like a heavy split shot 

or sinking fly because 

they take most readily 

when the fly bounces off 

the bottom. You won’t 

catch a lot of fish but the 

thrill of watching those 

trout turn and shark on 

the fly is worth it. Be 

prepared to see much 

larger fish (my biggest 

sight cast fish was 22 lb). 

Nice sight cast trout 

On the river 



Your guide or I can suggest spots to sight cast trout. One very good place is 

where the Kazan River leaves the lake. Go over on a calm day. Start on the 

north side and idle downstream looking for fish. At the fast water, turn back 

west along the south bank and watch for fish on the shoals, up past the first 

island and inside the second, where 10-12 lb fish often lie in the light current in 

shallow water waiting for prey. You will also see lots of risers in the middle of 

the channel and in the lee of the islands. There are large trout throughout the 

river, especially in the deep pools. 

 

Lake Trout—the Blitz 
In late season the big boys have gone deep but there is still exciting surface 

action. Off the Front Islands near the lodge, ciscoes concentrate in big schools 

and the feeding trout drive them to the surface. Some fly fishing guests come 

up specifically to fish this spectacular event, where trout rocket out of water 

with fish…or your fly…in their mouth. The panicked prey are picked off by the 

terns. A jaeger then harasses a tern until it drops the fish, with the jaeger 

swooping below to 

catch it in mid-air. 

Both birds nest on 

the nearby islands. 

In the right 

conditions you can 

catch a lot of trout 

casting to swirls 

above the schools 

of bait. Small streamers work well but fishing the surface with a floating foam-

bodied crease fly is especially fun. This is very exciting fishing. 

 

Crease fly 

 



Pike 
There are a lot of pike and the fishing is consistent at Kasba, so it’s a good place 

to start novice fly fishers. 

Pike love flies. I think the 

most consistent bait for 

big slow-to-excite pike is 

a huge streamer bounced 

off the mud in front of 

their nose. They rarely 

pass it up. Even more fun 

is a big, I mean big, 

popper on the surface. 

They can be hard to cast 

but if you know there are 

pike there, you won’t 

have to cast it very far.  You can buy popper bodies but you can also core a 

dense piece of foam (like a sandal, or dense ethafoam) and thread your wire 

leader through it (I use a fine loop of wire sort of like a bobbin threader), then 

attach the leader to the wired fly. Keep a couple already made up ahead of 

time, so that all you have to do is tie the leader to the steel tippet. This makes 

an adequate popper and the price is right. There is nothing like the bow wave 

of a monster pike ending in the eruption that engulfs your fly! 

From June to mid-July the post-spawn pike will predominantly be found in the 

bays in shallow water—as little as a one or two feet. You’ll often be able to 

sight fish. This is the classic north woods shallow water pike fishing you’ve 

heard about—hard fighting fish, and lots of them.  

Later in the season, as the water warms, the medium-sized and trophy fish will 

spend most of their time in slightly deeper water. They’ll hang off the points in 

front of the bays, and in the patches of tall cabbage weed in four to ten feet of 



water. You can still 

fish them on the 

surface over this 

weed growth—pike 

have no trouble 

shooting up eight 

feet to hit a popper 

or fly over the 

cabbage. A sink tip 

or sinking line is 

also useful later in 

the season, 

combined with a 

weedless fly. That 

said, the big fish still occasionally move back 

into the bays all season long, typically in the 

later afternoon and evening as the water 

cools.  

The Snowbird River flows into Kasba twenty 

minutes west of the lodge. We use 16’ boats 

with 20 hp Mercs to safely navigate the rapids 

and spend the day up the river. This is my 

personal favorite guiding trip for pike. The fish 

are in eddies and pools, at the tops and bases 

of the rapids, and along the bank in spots 

where the structure affords some slower 

water in which they can lay. Between the 

rapids there are lots of interconnected lakes. 

The scenery is beautiful, so it’s a real adventure 

and thrilling day. I find the river fishing best 

when the sun is out…and my prop likes it too. 

Nice pike on the fly! 

 

Grandson Tim with his first trophy pike on the fly 

 



Grayling 
You can catch grayling in a lot of places but Kasba stands out for the size of its 

fish. I’m guessing this might be the best place in Canada to consistently target 

big grayling. 

Grayling fishing is always good no matter what the time of year, although 

surface action can be better in mid to late season. And grayling can turn on and 

off at the drop of a hat, for no reason I’ve been able to determine. Fishing can 

be good, stop dead at noon, then start again at two. Go figure. (Crash reminds 

me that all fish do that...even at Kasba. Good point!) 

The river is the place 

for grayling. The 

Kazan is a Canadian 

Heritage River with 

no permanent 

residents in the 

entire watershed. 

Just experiencing 

the river is 

awesome. Fishing-

wise, what sets it 

apart from most 

every river in 

Canada is that the 

grayling run to five pounds. Several world records have been set here over the 

years. Fish three to four pounds are common. There are places you can fish 

from the bank without waders. If you have chest waders, there are some very 

good spots where your guide can let you off. 

The nice thing about the Kazan is the trees along the rapids are recessed back 

about twenty or thirty yards from the water, which makes casting much easier. 

Wading the river. Note the banks are clear of brush and trees, 
making fly casting easy. 

 



Though they usually 

fish from the boat 

many guests enjoy a 

little time walking 

the river, enjoying 

the solitude amid the 

smells of spruce and 

fragrant tundra. 

Standard small 

nymphs with bead 

heads or a split shot 

one foot above the 

fly helps get it down 

into the feeding range. I like to have two rods rigged up, something like a 5-6 

wt for nymphing, another 4 wt for dry fly. That way when you see one rising 

you can cast to it quickly. 

Although there are grayling throughout the river, your guide will have favorite 

spots (the first few sets flowing out of Kasba are popular). Below the first set 

of rapids—the “Big Set”— there are huge lake trout that eat grayling 

(sometimes right off the hook) but I have yet to entice one of these with a fly. 

Further down you’ll probably catch a trout or two while fishing grayling. Now, 

that’ll bend your 4 wt! 

You can walk the bank along the second and third set, and the northwest 

corner at the top of the third is very good for bank fishing. Really depends 

upon what you like, but a chance to stretch the legs is nice. 

I like to go below the fourth set of rapids for fly fishing, and have taken fish to 

well over 4 lb down there. Fish the left bank going downstream all the way to 

the next fast water. Wading the shore is easy here. Be prepared for whitefish 

that live in the deep channels off shore. Use a sink tip and weighted fly if you 

want to get down to them but often they’ll be feeding at the surface. 

Below the First 

 



Below that fast water 

there is a long bay 

straight ahead, with 

pike at the end. The 

river itself takes a sharp 

right. That outside 

bank, from the rock on 

down, is very good. The 

fish often stack up just 

offshore in a seam that 

concentrates flies on 

the surface, depending 

upon the wind. They 

can be in a very narrow band only feet wide, but provide an excellent dry fly 

opportunity even on days with a fair north wind. The next pool downstream 

also holds a lot of fish; the outside bank is good dry fly water and is easily 

fished from shore. 

Grayling are also found in numerous places on 

the main lake, where they run to four pounds. 

The north side of the East Esker always holds 

some—and watch for big lake trout which cruise 

that shore. North of the Kai Narrows (Shale 

Beach) are lots of grayling. Another good place is 

the first couple miles of shale-rock shoreline 

north of Rollie’s Island. Be prepared for trout 

there, too. If you get that far, cruise the flats for 

visible trout on both sides of the peninsula on 

the east side of Rollie’s. On the south side is an 

esker, and its extension north into the small bay 

is a good place to blind cast for trout, again using 

a fast sink line and large fly. 

 

3.5 lb grayling, taken on a dry fly below the fourth rapids 

 



Tackle 
I like to cast a 9 wt for trout, although lighter will take them, especially if you 

are casting at rising trout along the islands. The 9 wt is hefty enough to cast a 

heavy sinking line with a big streamer into deep water. Fight them on the reel, 

which should have a good quality drag. Lake trout typically do a lot of head 

shaking and usually don’t run far, but be prepared with at least 100 yd backing. 

You won’t believe the power behind a 20 pounder, especially when it heads for 

the safety of deeper water. 

Same goes for pike, but don’t use 

a light rod. You want to get them 

to the boat quickly after the first 

two or three runs. If the pike runs 

under the boat, put your rod 

down into the water to clear the 

line below the boat bottom (ask 

me how I know about this). Wire 

leader is essential. Don’t use a 

tandem hooked fly because flies 

tend to be inhaled to the gills and 

one is bad enough to disengage, 

smothered in feathers. They’ll hit 

a bass popper with random 

abandon, but don’t use them—

the hook-up rate is abysmally low, 

probably because the pike clamp 

down on the popper body and the hook is so close to the body it just doesn’t 

embed. 

Any rod will do for grayling, but you’ll find light weight rods (4-6 wt) are the 

most fun for these scrappers. Light rods also transmit subtle takes better than 

heavier tackle. 



Beginning Fly Fishers 
A lot of people want to fly fish but are put off by the apparent skill level 

required. Disregard this. You might never have picked up a fly rod before but at 

Kasba you’ll catch all three species on the fly. If necessary, ask for a fly fishing 

guide who can teach you the basics, and if you get a lesson or two before 

coming up, so much the better. Here are some anecdotes. 

My first fly fishing couple could not cast very far and I was a newbie guide, but 

they each caught a lot of pike (she got a 44”), sight cast lake trout, and had a 

great day at the river, where their inability to cast very far actually worked to 

their advantage, much to my surprise. 

Back at the lodge, a guest who was dining at the same table asked me if I 

would guide her and her husband the next year, if I would teach her to fly fish. 

Their trip next year was great. She caught two trophy pike on the fly, lots of 

grayling, and one 

memorable afternoon 

the two of them caught 

over two dozen trout 

blind casting the Sisters 

shore line. She had 

never picked up a fly 

rod before Kasba. They 

had a wonderful time. 

Shortly thereafter I 

guided Ted (who had 

had one fly casting 

lesson from Orvis) and 

his buddy, a confirmed 

Ted’s first pike on the fly 

 



hardware guy. We got into a mess of pike in “Pete’s Pike Bay” and the 

potential fly fisher asked shyly if he might try the fly. I gave him my 9 wt and he 

proceeded to out- fish his 

buddy, who was casting a 

Johnson Silver Minnow.  

We then did an overnight 

canoe trip down the 

Kazan to Tabani Lake. We 

stopped at a great 

grayling location where 

the Kazan leaves Swan 

Lake into Tabani (the 

right hand bend going 

down) and Ted caught 

grayling on the fly. Below 

that we spotted a trout in 

shallow water—Ted cast 

and caught that fish, too! 

Not bad for a guy who had 

never fly fished before. 

I had my wife Cathy up for a few 

days. She didn’t want pike, so we 

camped at the mouth of the river. 

Weather was perfect. She had never 

seriously fly fished before but she 

had a ball catching lake trout and a 

couple of grayling on the fly, 

including the trout that broke my 4 

wt over the side of the gunnel. 

The next winter when we went to 

Mayaguana for big bones, she 

“OK, it’s a learning experience… I KNOW I can get that 
fly out there if I try hard enough!” 

 

Cathy’s first trout on a fly 

 



declined her usual 

spinning rod and 

brought only her new 

8 wt. Her fish, stalked 

and caught on her 

own was a 7.5 lb bone. 

I was probably more 

pleased than she was! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bottom line: You don’t have to be a pro to feel the thrill of a lake trout taking 

your fly, watching a pike inhale your popper, or drifting a nymph through a 

grayling hole. Come to Kasba and start a whole new fishing career. If you are a 

pro, Kasba has everything you could ask for in a world-class fishing trip. And 

while you’re at it, enjoy the new friendships with other guests and guides, and 

become a member of the Kasba family. 

 

Cathy’s first grayling 

 


